



  Care and Maintenance  

Thank you for choosing AXA Resurfacing.


The following guidelines have been formulated to provide you with instructions for the 
proper care and maintenance to ensure a long and useful lifetime for your tub. To keep 
your bathtub unit beautiful, we recommend the following steps:


1. DO NOT use the surface for 24 hours after refinishing work is completed.

2. Repair leaky faucets right away. Constant dripping will cause premature wear and 

drain rust.

3. To keep your bathtub surface in the best condition, DO NOT lay soap, shampoo 

bottle or any objects on the finish at any time for 30 days.

4. DO NOT use abrasive cleaners or cleaning pads, cleaners containing bleach or 

ammonia or any products containing harsh chemicals.

1. Avoid completely rubber mats or any suction cup shelving. 

5. DO NOT pick up surface dust off with fingers, any dust will dissipate in 3-4 weeks 
with normal cleaning and usage.


6. DO NOT  drop, drag or place any heavy objects on the finish, which may cause it to 
chip or scrape.


7. Clean with warm water and liquid detergents or non-abraisive bathroom cleaners.

8. Recommended cleaners are: 
	 

	 	 -Lysol Basin & Tile Cleaner		 -Mr. Clean (NO BLEACH)

	 	 -Simple Green	 	 	 -Gel Gloss

	 	 -Scrubbing bubbles(NO Bleach)	 - Fantastic


9.  Use liquid soap or body washes as they rinse easily with water and help   prevent 
bar soap residue.These will clean the surface without dulling the finish. We also 
recommend using a paper towels, washcloths, or soft sponges when cleaning.


* AXA Resurfacing LLC work is guaranteed against fading, crazing and peeling 
for a period of              years from the date the original work was completed. The 
guarantee does not apply to customer neglect of the above listed items. Such 
repairs will be the responsibility of the customer and not the refinisher. 




